Saturday 24th July 2010

Blair In The Park

Last night we had Blair In The Park where, we were entertained with
three different musical groups. The atmosphere was electric, with everyone jumping around to the music or swaying their arms in the air.

The Satellite Camp Has Landed
Yesterday over 300 extra bodies arrived at camp. This was the scouts who are here for the weekend at
the Satellite camp. Some of our overseas leaders went to their camp fire to give them really big welcome
start to their camp.
Today started with all the Satellite scouts taking part in some of your activites.
John said, “This is great, I want to stay”.
Welcome to our now newly extended camp family and we hope you all have a wonderful time.
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Wanted Advertisements
Many of us have our needs at camp, here are some of them. If you have a way of acquiring these items
please contact the person ASAP. Reward pending.
Fully Functional Death Star – The Pioneers, next to the Kastle
Several Wheelchairs with Jet Packs – David Allan, Robertson
Sky Hook for hanging Kilt in tent – Ali Sturgeon
Tartan Paint for Kilt sprucing – Rorie Thomson
Tom is looking for his Direction In Life from the Hill Team J
Cheeseburger Van that sells Steak and lots of it – Ruaraidh Lauder
Auntie Eva from MacLean wants a Microwave for heating the soup from Ready, Steady, Cook!
Vuvuzela Blender, Symphony and Shop – MacLean SubCamp
Pink fluffy slippers saying “Fit Like” in silver foil writing – Mark Carnan, Maclean
Missing Air Guitar if found return to Morrison SubCamp
By Lindsay MacIntyre and Alison Savage, MacLean SubCamp

Kaiserschmarren
It is a typical Austrian food. For all people, who have a sweet
tooth, it is delicious.
Below you will find the recipe:
 120g flour
 3 eggs
 30g sugar
 pinch of salt
 milk if desired
 Rosins
A little water
Mix the flour, egg yolk, sugar and salt with the milk to make a
sticky mixture. Leave to stand for half an hour. Beat the egg white
until stiff. Melt butter in a frying pan. Add all ingredients and
mix. Heat and turn until both sides golden brown. Slice into
pieces.

The Puddle of Doom
There be a puddle, none too big
but none too wee either, where
Scouts mysteriously disappear
amongst the chaos of mud and
grime in the Atholl Experience.
Over the decades this, seemingly
innocent collection of Scotland's
excessive summer precipitation,

has amassed an army of lost children.
These pesky poltergeists rise up from the mist of the urinal pits to wreak there mischief on hapless
campers. They take glee in there pathetic attempts to spoil Blair for the Scouts sensible enough to avoid
the clutches of the Puddle of Doom. These are the forces that plug the Scotloo’s with vast quantities of
paper and faeces that leave behind a godless smell and an image that burns itself into a Scouts darkest
subconscious.
So for all of you undertaking the Atholl Experience, head this warning. Beware o that puddle dats no
ower big and no too wee, for once gripped in its slimy hold, none can escape the Puddle of Doom!
A short load of nonsense, written by Connor Tait and Heather Somerville of MacLean for your amusement.
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IF YOU HAD ONE WISH…
Craig: No rain for two weeks
Karting: wishes global development would
not make them turn there music down.
Ally: New knees
Fraser: Good weather
John Kennedy: Sunny days for the rest of the
camp
Kate: Camp to be dry for the rest of the camp
Dougal: Wishes he has a sound proof box to
sleep in at night.
Bruce: That everyone has a very happy camp.
Raff: Wishes that more subcamps were like
Stewart
Little Andrew: Wishes he could ride a quad
bike.
Uncle Robbie: Wishes he could get a laugh a
minute.
Phil: I just want to be reunited with
me lovely Kate Dalrymple

SILLY SURVEYS
brings you...
Flip Flops, Good or Evil.

The Old Yins Are The Best








What happened to the paper shop? – It got
blown away.
What is ET short for? – He’s got wee legs.
Where do you find a dog with no legs? –
Where you left him.
What do you call a man with no ears? –
Anything you like, he can’t hear you.
What do you call a man with a bird on his
head? – Cliff.
What do you get if you sit under a cow? –
A pat on the head.
What do you get hanging from apple trees?
– Sore arms.

Victoria Holdstock, Eilidh Campbell, and Olesya
Soldatova: Stewart and Adam Sousa: Morrison
DANISH BIRTHDAY SONG
Idag er det NINA fodselsdag
HURRA hurra HURRA
Hahn sikkert sig en gave far
som hahn har onsket sig I ar
med dejlig choklade og kager til

Happy Birthday
to Nina Hansen
from Denmark
in the
MacDonald
subcamp

This question, which has been stalking mankind since the invention of flip-flops. We have asked people
in and around the sub camps for the conclusion of this most important question.
We asked Yastrebow Mikhail if he liked flip-flops to which he answered “no!”
Romana Pierioni from Maclean sub camp answered, “Yes because you can kill moths with them.”
Aunt Eva from Maclean sub camp also thinks that flip-flops are evil and are “totally impractical for
camp” and said “crocs are the way forward.”
Marten Overmeyer said that he likes flip-flops a lot because you “have fresh feet.”
Due to the feedback from each sub camp we have concluded that flip flops can be evil but can also be
good depending on your situation but perhaps wellies or boots are a slightly better option.
By Yastrebow Mikhail

Silly Surveys
Annalise, Lisa and
Russell were Kastle Kurrent Reporters for the morning
and helped to take
photographs and
silly surveys.

We asked forty five people to see if they were
left or right handed.

A big thank you
for all your help.

Our results for woman were: fourteen out of
eighteen were right handed, and four out of
eighteen were left handed.

Our results showed that twenty three out of
twenty seven men were right handed and that
four out of twenty seven men were left
handed.
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Crazy Faces
I decided I would go around
the campsite asking people to
pull funny faces for me! I got
quite a few true Crazy Faces!
There are photos of Cousins
and participants alike! Sad
crazy faces, Happy crazy faces,
Annoyed crazy faces and of
course, CRAZY CRAZY FACES!
By Bruce Reid – Stewart

Favourite Word
Uncle Steven Riddell, Morrison – Hippopotamus
Holly Adams, Stewart – Elocution
Uncle Ryan Rodger, Morrison – Hypothetical
Uncle Euan Dear, MacLean – Phenomenal
Camp Chief John Kennedy – Teamwork
Steven MacLennan – Guuuuuuuuys
Alasdair White – Canada
Sharon Fleming - Chocolatetime
Victoria Holdstock, Stewart Subcamp
Adam Sousa, Morrison Subcamp
Eilidh Campbell, Stewart Subcamp
Olesya Soldatova, Stewart Subcamp

SILLY SURVEYS
Do you were socks in
bed? I decided to find
out the answer to this
puzzling
question today and I
asked as many people I
could find who had
their own feet. 77%
wear socks in bed, I
have to say I was surprised!
By Jannis Ebinger

Happy Birthday Jane Bathgate
Thanks for bring the Galashields Patrol to Blair this weekend.

What do you think makes up Irn Bru?
It’s FIZZY, it’s GINGER, it’s PHENOMENAL!!!! But do you
know what’s in that orange liquid???
Today we asked around the campsite to see what they thought of the wonderful drink, Irn-bru. 77% of people thought the drink are amazing some of
the comments were – “It’s fizzy , It’s ginger, Its phenomenal”, “Rocket
fuel”, “If I had a stoat I would feed it Irn-bru”. 15% thought it was just ok
comments were “Good in small doses.”, “Not good, but not bad.” The other
8% said they didn’t like it. We heard such comments as; “I like Scotland
but not Irn-bru.” “Knock off of Lucozade”, “too sweet”. Then to top the
survey off we had the worst answer we had heard all day, “I have never
tasted it”. We personally think Irn-bru is awesome and if you haven’t tasted
it, well, it is only £1.50 for a two litre bottle, what a bargain!!!!
There has been speculation that Irn-bru contains 50% Girder Rust 30% Ginger Hair 20% E124, 999% Sucrose 0.000000000001% 'Rab C. Nesbit urine.
But no the orange fizzy stuff does not contain Rab C. Nesbist urine and it
does not contain ginger hair, it contains: Carbonated water, sugar
(carbohydrate), citric acid, flavourings (including caffeine and Quinine),
Preservative (E211), Colours (Sunset yellow & Ponceau 4R), Ammonium
Ferric citrate(0.002%).WARNING!!!!! Sunset yellow & Ponceau 4R: May
have an adverse effect on activity and attention in children.
The brand name Irn-Bru has been around since 1901 and only very few
people know the secret recipe.
Serving suggestions – Straight or with fish & chips.
Euan MacFarlane from Robertson
Miles Derek from Morrison
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Dear Auntie Freeze, at the carnival, I was ambushed and was drawn on with permanent marker. I have tried washing it off with hot soapy water, and face wipes, but
nothing works. What can I do?
From S (with a new moustache and glasses) Stewart subcamp
Dear S, a moustache may be the making of you pet they are very becoming in a
young lad...oo that is if your not girl of course, but then you start a wee trend

my dear.
Love Auntie Freeze

Blair Atholl Horrorscopes
Robertson – The Glen
The sun is out, and so is the good fortune
fairy, lucky for some today, enjoy the sunshine today.
Pay thanks to the uncles and aunties today, they will
appreciate it, well you should be doing that anyway!
Maroon, along with numbers 12 and 5.
Murray – The Peak
The glowing night sky shows the stars are coming into
line above your heads, cheeriness and upbeat days will
come your way, Don’t get complacent however, ensure
you keep a smile on your face and a cheery “hello” in
any language you prefer. Blue, along with numbers in
4’s will bring an easy ride.
Maclean- The River
Can you not feel the positive vibe flowing through the
air today? Now you dinner guests are gone, don’t let the
cooking standards drop, in fact practice makes perfect,
Take a chance, go out on a limb. Lime green and perhaps number 7 will bring you fortune and fame.
Macdonald – The Stream
Let the Samba beat reverberate through your brain, look
at things from a musical point of view, smile and sing
along with the rhythm of life, stay on time and work
hard with the tasks you were given. Good things come
in lilac boxes, and in groups of more than 3 but less
than 5
Stewart – The Mountain
Things are flaring up in the sky for this subcamp, look
before you leap, and ensure you work within your own
limits. Tonight, take a chance and show your talent, do
a little dance? Number 15, preferably something either
red or pink will gain you positivity.
Morrison – The Cliff
For that person you are trying to impress, just clean up
your act, and well, just clean up in general, take a
shower, wear fresh socks, the showers are working.
Look for something orange, or look for things in pears,
sorry pairs.

Dear Auntie Freeze, my next-door
neighbour has a habit of keeping smelly
socks under his pillows. The are causing a
right reek! What can I do?
O deary me, odours can be a sensitive issue. You should be the bigger person here
and put a peg on your nose. Not only will
it stop you from having to smell the reek
it is also a way of tell them about their
problem. Love Auntie Freezie
Dear Auntie Freeze,
I am confused! Last night I had a date with
Kate Dalrymple at the Staff Club to try to
make up with her. However, when I got
there I saw her with an even smaller young
man called Baldrick! What should I do?
Love Torn Phil
My poor wee Phil thank goodness you
have made contact I getting a wee bit worried. Now I think you need to get the good
tea cosy out and have a Jammy dodgers
with Kate, after all it would be nice to put
an end to KaPh gate. I think you need to
now move on like Kate has to a tea
buddy. Love Auntie Freeze
Dear Auntie Freeze,
When I am navigating and I see my team
leader take out his secret, also known as a
map, should I be worried?
Love form a very lost Tom
My dear Tom it means your on a different road in life than you expected and
unfortunately you have taken your team
with you. Wise up my wee cherub and get
a satnav, Love Auntie Freeze
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CAPTION COMPETITION
We have a wee cheeky photo of a Scouts from the Atholl
Experience. A BIG bottle of Irn-Bru to the best caption to go
with this picture. All entries to the Kastle Kurrents office
or see Sharon by Monday 1pm.

C from the site services team would love to fill
the empty gaping hole in his heart. He is looking for “the one” to make his life complete.
Any women who would like to get to know C
better, please see site services who will vet all
applicants. (No time wasters please).
HEXAGON ANSWERS
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Did You Know...

American Airlines saved $40,000
in 1987 by eliminating one olive
from each salad served in firstclass.

Elephants are the only animals
that can't jump.

Shakespeare invented the word
'bump'.

Wearing headphones for just an
hour will increase the bacteria in
your ear by 700 times.

The cigarette lighter was invented
before the match.

Most lipstick contains fish scales.
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